Intro:  D\ Asus4\ D\ | D . Bm . | Em . A7 . |
That boy——oy took my lo-ove a-way——ay
Em . A7 . | D . Bm .
Oh, he’ll re-gret it some day——ay——ay
Em\ --- A7\ . | Em . D . | Em . A7 . |
But this boy wants you back a-gai——a-ain
That boy——oy isn’t good for you——ou
Em . A7 . | D . Bm .
though he may want—— you, too——oo
Em\ . A7\ . | Em . D . | D7 . .
This boy wants you back a-gai——a-ain

Bridge:
Oh and this boy would be happy just to lo-ove you, but oh my——y——y
(Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)
G . . . | E7 . . . | A7 . . . . | A7\ --- --- ---
That boy won’t be happy till he’s seen you cry——y——y
(Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Aaaaaaaaaaaaaa Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa)

This boy——oy wouldn’t mind the pai——ain
Em . A7 . | D . Bm .
would always feel the sa——a-ame
Em\ --- A7\ --- Em . D . | Em . A7 . |
If this boy gets you back a-gai——a-ain

End:  This boy—— This boy—— This Boy
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